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Groups of tourists will stop to photograph the fa-mous
45-foot tall “Atlas” sculpture (1937) by Lee Lawrie &
Rene Chambellan on 5th Avenue, but few know that
they can jump into the doors behind it. You should.
Right now three vitrines on the north side of that lobby
hold the beautiful plaster sculp-tures of LaKela Brown.
The gold wall above them, titled “Light and
Movement”,was created in 1978 by Michio Ihara. Meant
to represent gold falling leaves, the plaster works
respond with their own “falling pieces” (pictured below).
In the plaster works, the addition of loose “earrings” at
the base seem to echo the spirit of falling leaves in the
wall above them.

Brooklyn artist LaKela Brown has installed her hiphop inspired artwork throughout the hidden hallways
and art deco lobbies of Rockefeller Cen-ter in New
York City this summer. This strange and perfect
pairing is presented by Art in Focus in partnership
with the non-profit Art Production Fund and on view
through September 20th.
In addition to finding smart sculpture in pleasantly
unexpected spaces, the exhibition is an invitation to
enter and explore the lesser-known corners of
Rockefeller Center, that frankly, I never knew I could
until this program. Though the general pub-lic
ALWAYS has permission to enter these less-erknown sections of The Rock, this exhibition provides
a happy excuse to push the revolving doors into lesstourist’ed sections with the added confidence to
linger.
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Born in Detroit and currently working in Brooklyn, LaKela
Brown presented an exhibition last spring at the closetsized 56 Henry Gallery (don’t let the size gallery fool you,
it’s an unmissable gallery that needs to be on every
contemporary art lover’s radar). Many of those works
are on display here, now exposed to thousands of
unexpecting (if not mildly confused) tourists in a setting
that allows for eye-opening pair-ings that benefit both
generations of art.
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Brown’s sculpture, which incorporates forms of
bamboo hoops, door-knocker earrings, heavy rope
chains, and gold-painted casts of her own teeth, are
references to African American culture and her
personal love of 90’s hip-hop music. In each, Brown
visually dances between the mold-like negative
impressions of objects and the positive plaster copies
OF those same things, all arranged in a bed of white
plaster that recalls ancient Egyptian & Greco-Roman
reliefs. It’s
a strange mash-up of culture and time made even
more intriguing by the juxtaposition with
(perhaps) the greatest Art Deco monument in the
world.
The rest of Brown’s artworks throughout Rockefeller
Center are not the physical sculptures themselves,
but enlarged photographs OF her sculptures that
occupy hallway display cases. My favorite examples
reside in the lobby of 10 Rockefeller Plaza (below) – a
few steps from the open plaza where the Today
Show films poster-wielding fans every morning. Two
works by LaKela are featured below the dazzling
1946 mural by Dean Cornwell titled “The History of
Transportation“. It features stylized illustrations of
vehicles throughout history with a few goddesses
thrown in for good measure (one can’t help
but envision those female figures donning the
hopped gold earrings). The art ALSO pairs with the
architecture itself, with the gold hoops in LaKela’s
work echoing the round railings and spiral staircase
in the middle of the room. YES you can descend
those stairs to find shops and coffee shops below
ground level.

And if you DO wander into the lower concourse – which is
also accessible by simply walking down to the famous ice
rink an into any door – more art and visual pairings await.
PERHAPS I’m stretching it here, but I couldn’t help but
notice a REAL jewelry display window at the Swarovski
Crystal store (they produce the crystal star for the
famous Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree) near a
massive hallway of LaKela’s work. It’s one of dozens of
visual connections made by explor-ing these hallways.
Great art in odd spaces, particu-larly if it’s new,
unexpected and temporary, enhances the perception
and comparison to EVERYTHING in between.
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Not to put too fine a point on it, Brown has punctuat-ed
several of the works with clusters of relief cast-ings of
actual chicken heads — “chickenhead” being derisive
hood slang for a dumb female, or one who likes to give
head.

BIRMINGHAM, Mich. — It’s almost possible to
consider Material Relief, the collection of plas-tercast works by Brooklyn-based artist LaKela Brown
currently on display at Reyes Projects, as an exercise
in abstract mark-making. The formal repetition of
shapes cast into and out of stark white plaster is so
evocative of ancient art forms, like cuneiform tablets
or hieroglyphic wall carv-ings, that, from a small
distance, they translate easily into an abstract visual
language. But upon closer examination, it becomes
clear that Brown, a Detroit native, has not chosen
these shapes arbitrarily or plucked them from
ancient history. They are the common trappings and
symbols of a 1990s hip hop-flavored upbringing:
door-knocker earrings, prosthetic teeth, and rope
chain.
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There is something powerful in encountering these
former status-markers, now mostly seen as throw-back
fashion, stripped of their initial use value or
a sense of interpersonal communication, and presented in the form of bas-relief. A statement accompanying the work characterizes these pieces as
memorials for wider concepts within American hip hop
culture — aspirations of wealth, for example — but the
original materials all came from the artist’s personal
archives. Brown has spent quite some time meditating
on these themes, as far back as Bamboo Earrings, At
Least Two Pair, presented at Detroit’s CAVE Gallery in
2016. It is arguable that the desire to recast and literally
re-contextualize the objects within the fine art space
reveals a yearning on her part to find a place for these
aesthetically cherished objects that confers a different
status upon them: a place where a woman is perhaps
allowed to wear the jewelry she wants, without it leading
to intrusive implications about her sexuality.
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Brown constructs her aesthetic deliberately,
as the space intuitively guides visitors along a
progression that feels visually chronological. Closest
to the front window, she presents compositions in
careful grids and matching pairs, with the subtle,
cast-relief presence of the hardware that affixes
earring to ear forming a subconscious association
with the pins that might mount butterflies for display
or the presentation of artifacts in a museum. As one
follows the work around the gallery, the clusters
become less structured, the pairings less identifiable,
and the lines between relief and bas-relief blur. If
Brown has first created a formal visual language, she
then begins to morph and improvise — mimicking
the transition of the Queen’s English into
conversational usage. Convex castings
of earrings push through the cast-relief plane
to disrupt the uniformity of concave works,
arrangements become loose scatterings, until, finally,
the slangy clusters of chickenheads and gold fronts
emerge.
Along the back wall, which acts as the visual
destination point of the long main gallery floor,
flanked on two sides by street-facing windows, three
small plaster works hang above a field of discarded,
semi-finished shapes. These fallen pieces form a junk
drawer of Brown’s imagery — perhaps little different
than the jewelry box from whence their progenitors
were unearthed. Here and there, we see a stray
decapitated chicken head. In spite of all her careful
efforts to neu-tralize and elevate these shapes, it
seems that Brown can’t resist the paradoxical desire
to also reveal them as cheap discards. Though the
name of the exhibition is obviously a pun, one
wonders if it is this chaotic scattering of everyday
reality that comes as a relief, more so than the
consid-ered formality of the works on the walls.
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The city of Detroit isn’t exactly considered an
American art destination, but its affordability, art
spaces and institutions make it the ideal breeding
ground for creativity. The city recently celebrated its
art scene with Detroit Art Week, an annual event
founded by Amani Olu that invites guests to visit the
city’s art studios, spaces, museums, gal-leries and
collectors to get a taste of everything that the Motor
City has to offer.
“We designed Detroit Art Week to introduce the city’s
art scene to an international audience,” said Olu. “We
aim to inspire art practitioners and pro-fessionals,
help stimulate the local economy, and show everyone
a fabulous time for what will be a three-day
unforgettable event.”
Although Detroit Art Week is over, visitors to Motor
City can still partake in its cultural offerings. From the
storied Detroit Institute of Arts to the hip Museum of
Contemporary Art Detroit (MOCAD) to its emerging
galleries, there’s a chance to see everything from
work by emerging artists who live in the city to work
by icons like Diego Rivera’s famous Ford Motor
Company frescoes.
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Reyes Projects
Terese Reyes left the New York art world to set up her
gallery in the Detroit metro area. LaKela Brown, one of
the artists current-ly on view, pays tribute to bamboo
earrings and other accesso-ries of 1990s hip hop
through the aesthetics of ancient Egyptian and GrecoRoman artifacts.
100 S Old Woodward Ave
Birmingham, Michigan
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The Detroit-born, Brooklyn-based artist has long
turned objects into plaster reliefs: rope chains, chicken
heads (a reference to the term), gold grills; at Surface
Possessions, her new solo show at
56 Henry, the clusters of objects become denser,
flanked by plaster hands, convex and concave castings
melding into each other. In a release for the show,
Brown writes: “In LL Cool J’s 1990 song ‘Around the
Way Girl,’ he describes his ideal mate as ‘a girl with
extensions in her hair / bamboo ear-rings / at least two
pair.’ This aesthetic was embod-ied by artists like SaltN-Pepa, MC Lyte, and Queen Latifah, as well as the
women that I lived with and around…Growing up it felt
intrinsically understood that this style belonged to me,
to black people.”
On view through June 16, we spoke to Brown about
Surface Possessions, her shifting process, and
childhood memories.

In LaKela Brown’s work, the markers of an adorned
body become treasures and artifacts, archived
forever. Her bas-reliefs of bamboo hoop earrings and
gold teeth are often compared to historical relics, the
way their removal from their original reference point
—the body—abstracts them, gives them a history
that’s just traceable. But, says Brown, “While I am
definitely referenc-ing an important part of black hiphop culture from the past, I also feel that these
objects have a current and continuing connection to
the culture they’re closely associated with.” Perhaps
it’s more accurate to say her archive is a living one.
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Do you remember wearing and using these items—
bamboo hoops, etc.—as a child? I’m curious about the
sort of joy and pleasure you took in them before.
When I was a little kid in the ’80s and ’90s, I watched
music videos featuring artists like MC Lyte and Salt-NPepa, and it was common to see them wearing this style
of earring that I frequently use in my artwork:
doorknocker earrings with the bamboo motif.
When my sister first saw the new work that I was
making on Instagram, she posted a story telling me
about her first pair that my mother bought for her. I was
very young, so my mother thought that I should have a
small pair.
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Mine were real gold and I loved them so much that I
would take them off to play with them, but then I lost
them. Part of the way that I started making the
compositions was thinking about how I would play
with the earrings—make shapes with them, stack
them, and link them. My mother, aunts, cousins, and
every woman around me seemed to wear them.
Eventually, after my mother felt I was ready, she
bought me another pair.

The work in Surface Possessions doesn’t devi-ate
completely from your last show, but was the process at
all different? Some of it has a stacked, clustered quality.
Yes, the work in Material Relief with Reyes/Finn Gallery
and Surface Possessions have a similar style, theme, and
material, but the process and ideas have evolved and
shifted. The work in this current show is larger; even the
smaller works are larger than the earlier work, and as you
observed the compositions have become more
clustered, overlap-ping, and stacked.
Making this work has taught me a lot technically about
my own taste and communication. My un-derstanding
over the last few years since I’ve been making these
reliefs has grown substantially, and I’ve learned how to
use clusters to enrich the compo-sitions with movement,
and simple compositions to emphasize the richness
contained in the objects as well.a

I was curious if you made art as a child, too—what
your relationship to your own creativity was like
growing up. I have a strong memory from when I was
really young and spending time with my mother. She
drew a picture of a dog and I remember having a
feeling of shock in my body at the realization that
people could make images. I knew in that moment
that I wanted to draw and make images, too.
For most of my life in school, I was not a
good student. I struggled with attention,
comprehension, and absorption. My grades were
consistently average or below. But I always had an A+
in art. My art teacher was so impressed by my
dedication that she actually couldn’t believe that I
was a terrible student in all other areas. I never went
to any art classes for kids, museums or galleries
growing up—drawing was just a thing that I did for
myself, something that I felt good at and enjoyed.
Later I learned how to be a better student, and how to
apply those lessons to my art practice.

How do your family and childhood friends feel about
your work as an artist? Do they see them-selves in the
work? My family and friends abso-lutely see themselves
in my work. So does anyone that I’ve talked to who grew
up around the same time immersed in inner city life or
hip-hop music, similarly to me. People says things to me
like, “I can remember when…” or “I used to have these in
all different shapes…” They often have stories, and it’s so
energizing to hear them.
Does creating your work feel ever like an act of
archiving? Yes, and actually, I wanted to become an
archivist as my day job before I dropped out of Library
Science school—although the culture that these items
came from is still thriving, even if it’s evolved. While I am
definitely referencing an import-ant part of black hiphop culture from the past, I also feel that these objects
have a current and continuing connection to the culture
they’re closely associated with, and not just a nostalgic
representation of what used to be.
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I love the plaster hand in “Composition with Bamboo
Earrings, Impressed with Gold, Overlapping with
Hand.” It feels like your own hand. It is actually a
casting that I made from a mold of my own hand.
Before I began making this relief work, I was making
pretty traditional figurative sculpture, and
sometimes parts find their way into this work. For
this work specifically, the hand is the embodiment of
desire, aspiration, hope, work, and fear. It also adds a
piece of the missing human that the jewelry implies.
It’s definitely a celebration of black American
aesthetics that I grew up with. But I am also
interested in exploring how these objects inform or
indicate everything from gender expression to class
and ownership.
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56 Henry, ‘LaKela Brown: Surface Possessions’
This small storefront gallery, in Chinatown, is a
distance from Canal Street, but well worth a walk for
the local debut of the artist LaKela Brown. The look of
her mostly white plaster reliefs is austere. The
subject, ornamental bling associated with 1990s hiphop, is the opposite: door-knocker earrings, rope
neck chains and gold teeth. All are artifacts of the pop
culture Ms. Brown grew up with in Detroit, her home
city. Although the show’s title, “Surface Possessions,”
hints at a critical re-move from that culture, the work
itself, exquisitely done, feels like an honoring gesture.
Lining the gallery walls, the reliefs might have been
lifted from an ancient royal tomb. Through June 16 at
56 Henry Street; 518-966-2622, 56henry.nyc.
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When door-knocker earrings first hit the New York
hip hop scene in the 1980s, they represented the
glamor and confidence of the independent black
woman. Worn by stars like SWV, Salt n Pepa and
Mary J Blige, today they’re worn by everyone,
including Nicki Minaj and FKA Twigs. Brooklyn artist
LaKela Brown takes the earrings to the next level in
her new solo show opening at Lars Fried-rich in Berlin
this week by immortalizing them like archaeological
artefacts. The artist has imprint-ed door-knocker
hoop earrings and blinged-out necklaces into
concrete wall works. She isn’t alone, though. This
bling has inspired looks for Givenchy’s Riccardo Tisci
and Marc Jacbos, who said door-knocker earrings
“are from a generation that will forever be the
foundation of youth culture street style.” Now that’s
forever.
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in a tableau surrounded by jewelry. Additions of gold
acrylic paint adorn random teeth, as if to point out what
they could be: valuable, and a symbol of social standing.
Round Bamboo Earrings with Gold Lines Relief even
feature painted gold lines, recalling the gridded abstractions of Agnes Martin.

The jewelry and body parts that make up LaKela
Brown’s exhibition resemble, on first glance, the
kind of historical artifacts that one might find in a
prestigious museum. However, upon closer inspection, these plaster reliefs present a meditation on
how such objects are historicized, represented, and
abstracted in a museological context. Embedded
in the eleven individual works are different casts of
objects commonly associated with hip-hop culture in
the 1990s, when the artist was growing up, including
bamboo earrings, gold-capped teeth, rope necklace
chains, and chicken heads taken from a Brooklyn
restaurant that the artist worked in. Such decapitated remnants are also the namesake of a slang term
quoted in several songs and popularized in a Redman
skit, a visual punning reminiscent of David Hammons’s work.

Balancing cool Conceptualism and an amused sensibility, the show asks how, and whose, history becomes
solidified by representation. Similar to how Martin was
designated a Minimalist yet considered herself to be an
Abstract Expressionist, whose point of view is invited
into the canon?
— Steven Warwick

The works’ titles are plainly descriptive or otherwise
straightforward, as in Heart Bamboo Earrings Arrangement Relief and Twelve, while others resemble
more critical statements: Some of the Things We
Wanted and Didn’t Want (all works 2018). The latter features a set of the cast-plaster chicken heads
crowded in a circle, where they appear to be on the
verge of being consumed by several sets of teeth,
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